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Cincinnati & Surrounding Areas Curry Club 

CASACC Venue Report. 

Restaurant: Jot India Restaurant 

Field Reporter: JJ Wurtz Date: 05/26/2022 

The Show: 10 

Attendance: Score: Yellow Cards: 0 Red Cards: 0 

President:    

JJ Wurtz 6.5   

Members:    

Leom Holley 5.4 Rescored due to price  

Stephan Ivester 8.75   

Rob Bosma 7.5 Rescored  

Josh Lukas 7.0 Lowered after weird paying  

Christian Rauch 5   

Rob Amos 5.2   

Sven Menninger 6.4   

Matt Butler 8 Rescored  
Glenn Hinken 8.9 rounded from 8.934721653 New Member 

Totals: 68.65   

General Comments: 

I think it’s important that we start out the reports with some highlights: 
 

• Esteemed Member shared with the group a Happy 15th Anniversary.  Based on his weird metric calculations he 
came up with these numbers:  3 main locations, 50 restaurants visited, over 40 members, 1500 curries ordered 
and over 24,483.75 Euros ($25,000 USD) spent on food. 

• Pre-drinks at BW3 had one larger showing this evening where merriment could be heard through out the 
group.  Also known as complaining about anything, making fun of everyone, and checking how pizza delivery is 

going to Member Holly at Papa Johns       

• The May meeting followed with an even better showing of 10 members being present. 

• We thank a couple of members for stopping and purchase some adult beverages to share with the group. 

• New Member Glenn Hinken was approved through a tight hidden vote competed by shared signals only known 
to existing CASACC members. 

• Member Ivester appears to have had one of the best Indian meals he has ever had. 

• Both the Jot India establishment and its restaurant was very clean. 
 
In an effort to salvage this report and attempt to keep as positive as I can, I figured I would take the attention away 
from the restaurant and start by pointing out a few interesting behaviours/comments I heard through the night and 
should be mentioned.  I think first it was noticed that we have a couple German members that needed to be reminded 
that conversations needed to remain in English.  I feel someone is going to joke and make fun of another member, all 

must be able to enjoy in the humor.  That is the only reason I can think they were talking in German, right?         
Member Holly was in rare form tonight when he first visited the restaurant and they did not setup the tables as he 
liked, and then proceeded to tell everyone when the few members who went and purchased the adult beverages that 

they were late and deserved a yellow card.  No one likes a tattletale.       Lastly, I needed to point out a comment 
Member Amos shared during his score commentary he suggested that “Whoever picked this place should be kicked out 
of the club”, I take offense being that I selected a location on the correct side of the remember making his travel much 
shorter.  Next time I think I’ll select somewhere further north where we know he won’t be traveling too. :-p 
 
I think the night can be summed up by looking at the scores above.  The low score I believe summed up the lackluster 
night that started with when the first member entered and ended with a few members asking to rescore after sending 
their initial score.  We visited Jot Indian one year prior to this and the score was only marginally better.  My hope is in 
the future if we visit them again, they score will rebound and be much higher. 
 
Lastly, Member Menninger brought in front of the group a proposal that would have to be brought up for vote at the 
next meeting could not be instituted till 2023.  His proposed suggestion was that when we score the night, we drop the 
high and low scores.  This will help with the new member that often scores rather high if they haven’t eaten India 
before and when they live, then tend to score rather high.  Then for the disgruntled member where nothing was right 
and scores them really low.  It was chatted about bit and then tabled for the next meeting.  

Final Average 
Score: 6.865 

Next President: Sven Menninger 

 


